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Welcome | Webinar Tips

1. Ask questions using the bar on the right side 
of your screen

2. If you experience audio issues please try 
logging out and then back into the webinar

3. We will provide a recording of the webinar 
afterward

Ask a question by 
clicking here



Your Webinar Host | ViQi

ViQi provides large-scale image analysis and visualization expertise and 
cloud-based software for scientific researchers and developers. 

Our partners use ViQi to . . .
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➔ Visualize, analyze, annotate, and store over 250 types of image and data formats in 
one central repository (including individual files over a terabyte in size)

➔ Automate and scale unique research workflows through machine learning and AI (we 
can help build them or integrate our partners' existing analyses)

➔ Problem-solve complex image and data challenges (we have a team of experts who 
have been developing this infrastructure for over 15 years starting at UCSB in addition 
to 20+ years in bio-imaging informatics and AI that Dr. Goldberg brings to the table)



The Speaker | Dr. Ilya Goldberg
Dr. Goldberg has a long career that lies at the intersection of 
biology, imaging, and AI.

● Co-founded a company that developed the first medical device 
to receive regulatory clearance for using an AI to predict 
malignancy in lung nodules in CT exams.

● The research group he led at the NIH National Institute on Aging 
developed machine learning software for image processing in 
biology and medicine.

● At MIT he co-founded the OME project, which is still used for 
imaging infrastructure in large image repositories. 

● He has over 60 peer-reviewed scientific articles from time at 
Johns Hopkins, Harvard, MIT, and NIH in molecular and cell 
biology, pattern recognition, image informatics and the basic 
biology of aging.



Agenda |
● Different kinds of AIs

● How to train an AI to perform a 
simple classification task

● How to evaluate AI performance

● What to look out for
What You’ll Learn



Let’s start with an audience poll



A series of webinars for experimental biologists
How to use AIs for imaging problems in an experimental setting
Not focusing on the details of how AIs work

● Introduction to AI & classification
○ Simple classification problems e.g. Live/dead assay
○ Multiclass problems

● Quantitative problems
○ Ordered class problems, regression, dose-response

● Phenotypic similarity
○ Clustering, dendrograms

● Localization
○ AI-based segmentation, heat-maps, etc.



Two types of machine learning

Supervised: Training on known answers, controls
● Typical experimental setups are a natural fit
● Positive and negative controls
● Standard curves

Unsupervised: No known classes/groups
● Open-ended, Exploratory, Clustering, PCA
● Completely different AI technologies

Semi-supervised: Really just supervised, but bootstrapping from known 
classes to new classes/clusters



Two AI systems: Deep-learning and Feature-based

Neural networks, "Perceptrons", the first AIs

1961 Bernard Widrow. Earliest learning rule for 
networks with multiple elements.

1971 Paul Werbos. Backpropagation, multilayer 
networks. Published in his doctoral 
dissertation, remained almost unknown until 
1986!

2010 Dan Ciresan. Backpropagation on GPUs.
2011 "Superhuman" handwritten digit recognition
2012 Alex Krizhevsky ImageNet Large Scale Visual 

Recognition Challenge

"Handcrafted features"
Feature extraction: Numerical representations 

of image content
Dimensionality reduction
Classification

2001 Boland and Murphy. Bank of feature 
algorithms + neural network. Superhuman 
subcellular localization.

2002 Murphy lab: PSLID
2008 Goldberg lab: WND-CHARM
2008 Carpenter lab: CellProfiler-Analyst

Deep Learning Feature-based AIs



Two AI systems: Technology overview
Deep Learning

Image credit: Maurice Peemen 
parse.ele.tue.nl/mpeemen



Two AI systems: Technology overview

Feature-based AIs
● Feature Extraction & Normalization
○ Statistics, texture descriptors, shape descriptors, etc.

● Scoring, Weighting, & Reducing
○ Pearson correlation, Fisher discriminant, mRMR, etc.

● Classifying
○ Random Forest, Support Vector Machines, Distance methods, etc.



Two AI systems: Pros and Cons

Pro: No feature algorithms, no feature reduction 
algorithms, no classifier algorithms.

Pro: Feature reduction occurs in-network.

Con: Classification prone to over-training (too many 
degrees of freedom). This requires a lot of 
data to overcome.

Con: Hard to train. Need GPU clusters.
Con (for now): Still requires manual model assembly 

and training. No "push-button" AI. Yet.
Pro: Large community of developers.

Pro: Lots of 2D features. Decades of digital signal 
processing for 1D and 2D data.

Con: 3D+ requires "tricks" to extract features.
Con: Fast feature reduction uses filters - each 

feature evaluated one-at-a-time. Features 
are not evaluated in-classifier.

Pro: Modern classifiers are robust to overtraining 
(too many features). Can use less data.

Pro: Conventional CPUs, fewer resources.
Pro: Several models can be tried and parameters 

optimized automatically.
Con: May be considered "retro".

Deep Learning Feature-based AIs



Hybrid and Ensemble AIs

Why not take the best parts of each?

● 2D Features + Deep Learning dimensionality reduction + Classifiers

● Multi-D CNNs + dimensionality reduction + Classifiers

● Multiple AIs "voting"



Next: Training AIs.



How to train an AI - binary classifiers

● Live/Dead
● Positive/negative controls
● Treated/untreated
● Case/control: benign/malignant

Tag areas of an image (e.g. cells) with labels
Tag whole images with class (e.g. treatment)



Manual labeling



Automated segmentation:
Color per cell



Feature table



Training the AI



Classified cells:
Colored by class



AI Performance: Things to look for.

Was there enough data? Is it saturated?

Error bars: Is each subsample substantially different from the others?
If so, not enough data, or too much variation.

Training curve



AI Performance: Things to look for.

Are any parameters in sharp peaks?
May not generalize to a different sample.
Parameters in plateaus result in more robust models.

Parameter Sensitivity (feature-based classifiers)



AI Performance: Things to look for.

Should confused classes be combined into a single class?
Should a confused class be separated into subclasses?
Should a classifier be trained just on the confused classes?

Confusion matrix

Source: Scikit-learn 



AI Performance: Things to look for.

How well does the predictor perform on new data?
● Cross-validation.
● Reserve some data and never let the AI see it during training: 10% at a bare minimum.
● Especially important for Deep Learning, because it is more prone to overtraining.
● Modern feature-based classifiers are very resistant to overtraining, or excess features.

Testing vs. validation in different fields.
● ML/AI/DL/DS:

● Validation set: Internal subset used by the AI training algorithm.
● Test set: an externally withheld set used to test the final trained AI.

● Regulatory, common use:
● Validation is a higher standard than testing.
● Validation set: Used to validate the final product.
● Test sets: Used for "bench tests" - internal tests of the AI as it's being developed.

Overtraining



AI Performance: Things to look for.

Bias: Disproportionate class sizes

    If a dataset is 90% Class A, and 10% Class B,
    a predictor can be 90% accurate by always guessing Class A.

Some AIs claim to compensate for this, but it requires making assumptions 
that may not hold in your case.

Best defense is to force the classes to be equal sizes. 



AI Performance: Things to look for.

Biases in data - hidden, known & unknown.
● Can result in biased models
● Random sampling may not be enough to correct for bias.

Measure the bias:
● Ask the AI if it can distinguish classes based on your bias variable
● If it can't then you have nothing to worry about.

Correct for known sources of bias:
● Confuse the AI with regards to bias.

● Distribute the bias evenly in each class
● "Train out" known bias variables



Parting thought:

An AI will only perform as well as
the accuracy of the class labels and
the degree to which the training set represents reality.



Let’s have another audience poll



Q&A |
We Will Now Answer Any 
Follow Up Questions . . .

Would you like to learn more? 
Contact us at info@viqi.org or 
visit viqi.org.

Reminder: Please complete the 
one minute survey when you exit 
the webinar.

mailto:info@viqi.org

